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As you get older you realise all that the clichés are true. “A
stitch in time saves nine”; “There’s no such thing as a free
lunch”. I certainly hope “The hour before dawn is always the
darkest” is true - although I half remember I read that a
boffin has proved that to be indeed the case.
We all ended the year with hopes that the Theatre could reopen early in the New Year. Yet it quickly became apparent
that this was a forlorn hope as the virus took hold again
and any hopes of re-opening were quickly dispelled.
Still, the vaccine rollout seems to be going well – there is
light at the end of the tunnel. But boy, we’re all sick of this
tunnel!
Best guess now is sometime around Easter for our reopening.
Trustees are determined that it should be an in-house LDS
show that re-opens the Theatre with the other elements of
our planned Spring programme re-scheduled thereafter.
Happily, our artists, directors and stage crew have been very
willing and flexible
to work around
what’s possible or
not.
A major event for
us in the summer
will be a run of
“Chariots of
Fire”. The Society
has wanted to run the show for several years
but has never quite been able to get it over the line. (Did
you see what I did there? Genius). Mary Jones has
volunteered to direct and is busy casting the show. Please
see the panel within for further details.
The show would be a major production, timed to run just
before or after the Tokyo Olympics & Paralympics and
would be a fabulous way to involve many of our members
in acting, crew, technical or Front of House roles. So don’t
be shy, please register your interest with Mary. • CH

Culture Recovery Fund Round 2
Members will remember that the Theatre was successful in
its bid for funding from the Arts Council's Culture Recovery
Fund in Round 1.
It is being spent to
support our forthcoming
shows and to prepare
the Theatre for when we
re-open.
Late in 2020 the Arts
Council announced a
second round of
grant funding and
invited grant
applications
throughout the Arts world in early 2021.
Jenny Harding, working with others, has submitted a bid
for funding on behalf of the Society. Just to give a flavour
of the work involved in submitting a bid - Jenny has
personally recorded 70 hours working on the bid with a
final total of 100 effort hours to submit the bid once
contributions from others
have been added.
As usual, it’s a fiercely
competitive process, with
one slip in the
application
process
invalidating the
entire submission.
We should know
the result of our
Round 2
application by the
end of March
2021. • CH
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Editorial

The Little Theatre
Dover Street. Leicester. LE1 6PW.
e: admin@thelittletheatre.co.uk
Theatre Manager
Vacant
Leicester Drama Society Limited
Board of Trustees
(elected unless otherwise stated)
Chairman & Technical Trustee
Andy Crooks

Well, who would have thought that a Scottish postal worker would be the
breakout star of Lockdown 3? Nathan Evans, as I write, is No. 3 in the UK singles
chart with his version of the "Wellerman" song. A simple internet search will have
you listening to it in seconds and singing it for the rest of the day in sixty.
It's a sea shanty sung, in days of yore, by the whalers off New Zealand as they
went about their grisly business. They are dreaming of their shore leave to come.
That would have most probably have been taken in Russell - a town offering a
sheltered anchorage in the Bay of Islands - and nicknamed "Hell Hole of the
Pacific" in the mid 1800's. This is hilarious as nowadays it's a place where you can
buy four types of lemongrass and ginger organic ice-cream within a single block
and enjoy knitted tofu on sourdough with a wasabi dressing for lunch.
How times change.

Treasurer
Charles Moss

Closer to home, I enjoyed dipping into Rob Rayner & Sally Oakland's aka "2 of
Diamonds" live concert on Facebook on Wednesday 27 January. A great feel
good live event from their kitchen? Conservatory? Whereves? It's available on
Facebook so just find them there and enjoy 30 minutes of live music with a class
act. I must find out whose birthday it was.

Company Secretary (Appointed) &
Co-opted Trustee
Rob Thirlby

This edition of Scene has a distinctly home-grown feel as, even though we are still
in lockdown, decisions now will determine the shape of the Society in the short to
medium term.

Honorary Secretary
Mary Jones

The grant from the Arts Council has been most useful in preparing us for reopening and dealing with some maintenance issues that could not be avoided.
We are now well set. However, staff are always your biggest cost in most
businesses. For Trustees, the question is can we move forward with a more
voluntary workforce or must we seek paid employees?

Trustee for Productions
John Ghent
Trustee for Facilities
Jeremy Thompson

The Trustees can ask that question. Only our membership can answer it.
Enjoy the issue.

Trustee for Front of House
Frances Harris
Trustee for the Studio
Russell Hughes
Marketing Trustee
Vacant

Contributions to Scene are invited. Articles, images & ideas for stories are
most welcome and if you are a nervous writer Editors Emma (EB) & Colin
(CH) can write for you. Our deadline is a week before the end of each
month - but if you have a story let us know before then to guarantee that
we reserve space for you!

Trustee for Outreach
Colin Hide

Contact us via email at scene@thelittletheatre.co.uk

Trustee without specific responsibility
Simon Dickens

All photos in each edition of Scene are by the fabulous Sally Evans, unless
otherwise stated.

Other Board Attendees

If members use any images of Little Theatre productions in any social
media post please give a photo credit to the person who took the photo.
In most cases, for production photos, this will be Sally Evans.

Development Programme Director
Jenny Harding (Co-opted)
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Your Society Needs You!
Whilst we are clearly still in lockdown, it is going to be decisions taken now and our ability to recruit volunteers to
complete tasks that former paid staff completed that will determine the shape of the Society in the short to medium
term.
It's going to be decisions taken now and our ability to recruit
volunteers that will determine the shape of the Society in the
short to medium term.

Our Need
The Theatre requires a staff presence in the office each
weekday to allow the Box Office to open for telephone sales,
and to deal with daily post and simple administrative tasks.

Trustees have compiled a list of works that need to be
completed within the Theatre. Currently, that list has just
under 100 entries. Some are very simply resolved, require
no expenditure and indeed 25 items on the list have already
been completed.
However, some are longer term and more expensive
projects; the replacement of the Lantern on the roof of
costume hire is one such project.
Clearly, if we can recruit volunteers to complete basic tasks
within the office and volunteers to staff the bar, savings can
be made and funds become available to complete more
tasks on the list more quickly. If we have to pay staff to do
this, timescales will become much longer.
So, we are asking members who might be able to donate a
morning to work in the office or an evening in the bar to
step forward. Details of the office tasks to be completed are
shown on the panel opposite and full training will be given.
If it appeals or you would like an informal chat, please give
us a ring at the Theatre on (0116) 254 2266 any weekday
between 10am - 2pm.

Person specification

Alternatively, contact us by email
admin@thelittletheatre.co.uk

HAVE YOU MISSED PERFORMING?
Then it’s time for us all to get back to it ~ together. The Olympics begin on July 23rd 2021, so we plan to stage

Chariots of Fire
the week before. There will be 40 + roles available, opportunities for all.

Rehearsals will take account of whatever restrictions are in place.
Get in touch NOW to express interest or to ask for more information, so that we are ready to go, as soon as the
starting pistol is fired!

Contact Mary Jones - e:adamary86@hotmail.com or m: 07814510059
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Notes from the office
As one might expect with a further lockdown and it being January the office has
been strangely quiet throughout the month. However we continue to prepare for
our re-opening.
The cyclorama is to be replastered and re-painted. The “cyc”
is the huge wall at the very back of
the stage with curved ends. As time
goes by the ends get chipped and
the plaster dislodged. A local
craftsman has been engaged to
patch the many holes. Once fully
dry it will be re-painted.
Trustees are considering options
for the replacement of the Lantern
over Costume Hire. The current
lantern leaks badly due to the many
glass sheets that provide the water
proof finish being split or chipped.
Do we replace like-for-like
(expensive) or replace with a flat
roof (more cost effective but less
aesthetically pleasing)? The various
options are being costed before a
decision will be made.

Glenis Holyland emailed the office this
month and said "To more senior Little
Theatre members who may remember us
& to present members who won’t we send
our very best wishes for the future. Roy & I
met there in 1959 and on the 21st January
2021 we celebrate our Diamond Wedding
anniversary , so thank you LDS, all that we
are & have is down to you! Long may you
continue."
The automated front doors are now fully
finished now that they have been
connected to the Fire Alarm system.
Simon Dickens has opened a virtual bar
on Zoom on Friday nights for backstage
crew. Full details from Simon. • CH

We have let a further car parking
bay on Albion Street. This provides
a useful income to the Society. We
still have parking bays available so
if any member knows of anyone
looking for regular parking in the
city please ask them to contact the
office.

As we have been compiling a list of
work that needs to be done within
the Theatre, the need for
professional advice in helping us to
resolve many issues has become
apparent. In some areas we are
well covered; we have, for example,
access to two or more supremely
well qualified electricians/electrical
engineers for top advice.
We are quite shameless and have
twisted the arms of known members
of our audience who have
professional skills that can be of use
to us. Wonderfully, they have been
happy to provide pro-bono (i.e.
free) advice to us and it has been
most useful and helped us to solve
problems in a cost effective manner.
However, we always have gaps and
it would be very useful if the office
had a list of people who might have
professional skills and would be
willing to advise. Currently, we
could do with a chat with a skilled
roofer and a fire protection expert!

The redecoration of the cast
dressing rooms continues. The
damp within each of the toilets has
been dealt with and the broken
glass replaced and fan unit
renewed.
Newby Castleman LLP, our
auditors, have been working
throughout the last week of January
to produce our audited accounts for
the financial year 2019/2020. No
one can accuse them of not being
thorough as they asked for a ride in
our new lift to confirm that we did
indeed purchase a new lift in the
financial year that is being audited!

Professional
advice

Jan 2021 Winners

LDS

200
CLUB
1st prize - £250
Share Number 2nd prize - £100
Share Number - 030
3rd prize - £50
Share Number - 032
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So, if you or someone you know has
a particular skill or expertise we
would love to hear from you. We
need all sorts of expert advice, so
please don’t think that yours won’t
be of use to us. Simply drop us an
email at
admin@thelittletheatre.co.uk. • CH

LDS 200 Club
January saw the ninth draw of the
LDS 200 Club.
Shares were orignally sold for 12
draws over 12 months; however,
due to the general lockdown earlier
in the year draws were necessarily
suspended for a period. Invitations
to re-join or join for the next year
will soon be extended • CH

